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question; it is how to get money for the King that is the
problem."x
The responsibility for the Revolution, the catastrophe of
monarchical France, must be laid at the door of various people
and classes, but chiefly of the aristocracy, whose extravagance
and dissoluteness were notorious, and whose insolence Arthur
Young noticed in his Travels. A dissolute, extravagant, and
insolent aristocracy ruined France in 1789, Venice in 1797,
Russia in 1917. It is said that Madame de Pompadour, one
of the mistresses of Louis XV, once remarked, " Apr&s nous
le deluge "; and the deluge came. French aristocracy in the
last years of the anden regime were like the people of the time
of "Noe," described in the third Gospel: " They did eat,
they drank, they married wives, they were given in marriage,
until the day that Noe entered into the ark, and the flood came,
and destroyed them all." The course of the French Revolution
was indeed fairly accurately forecast by the shrewd men of
the age that was passing away. It was at this time, November
1789, barely six months after the first meeting of the Estates-
General at Versailles, that the Prince de Ligne, though at
Belgrade he was far away from the Revolution, wrote: " France
still exists a little. . . . Louis XVI at the Tuileries is even on
the road to the scaffold." 2 The Revolution, however, besides
destroying a monarchy and aristocracy, released from the mass
of the French people unsuspected energies. Even when the
Revolution had pursued its course for some years Europe had
not clearly grasped the fact that an old world was being shat-
tered and that the French were breaking forth into something
new, though not necessarily better. Casanova, however, writ-
ing a preface to his memoirs from his quiet library at Castle
Dux, in Bohemia, in 1797, concluded: " The new impetus
which a people has acquired may lead it along roads not
hitherto discovered [Le nouveau elan qu'un peuple a pris pent
k conduire stir des voies non encore aperfues]" *
1 See The Waiting City: Paris 1782-88, an abridged translation of Mercier's
Tableau de Paris, by Helen Simpson, p. 259.
* Prince de Ligne, M&maires, vol. i, p. 165 (letter to Kaunitz, November
io> 1789).	* Casanova, Memoires, vol. i, p. 15.

